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One of the more disturbing proposals I’ve heard in a very long time came a few weeks back.
A city councillor suggested Sarnia should put out its own news publication.
On the surface this doesn’t sound like a bad idea. Everyone knows local newspapers are in retreat 
across much of Canada and North America.
I realized just how bad things have become last summer when I took part in a walk to raise funds 
for the battle against Parkinson’s disease. There was a large turnout in Canatara Park but, as far 
as I could see, there was not a single reporter in sight. Not too many years ago, The Observer 
and CHOK would have been there for sure.
But news organizations no longer have the staff or the budgets to cover many newsworthy events 
and communities are suffering because of it.
The suggestion of pouring public money into news outlets has come up before. In fact, the federal 
government announced in October 2022 that it was approving $40 million worth of funding over 
three years to help 800 struggling community newspapers and magazines.
“A free and independent press is essential to a healthy democracy,” Ottawa said in a press release. 
“Canadians rely on local journalism to stay informed on what is happening in their communities 
and around the world. The last few years have not been easy for Canada’s news organizations 
and today the Government of Canada is taking a further step in its efforts to support them.”
The problem with any level of government helping to fund a news organization is that that outlet, 
whether it’s a newspaper or magazine, will be beholden to the politicians who give it a handout.
People know this and will not trust any publication that is being kept afloat with public money.
We saw this in the old Soviet Union, where Pravda, the state-run newspaper, was not taken 
seriously by readers. People knew it was a propaganda rag, an unreliable mouthpiece for the 
government.
The same would be true of any publication run by Sarnia city council. Its credibility would be less 
than zero.
Besides that, it’s not the job of local government to prop up journalism. City council needs to 
provide roads, sewers, waterlines, and police and fire protection, among other things. It does 
not need to fund a newspaper that will be afraid to say anything critical about council decisions.
I agree that news organizations are vital to democracy but they are of no value if people don’t 
trust a word that’s in them.




